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GENERAL WIENER-HOPF OPERATORS
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1. Introduction. Let L2 be the usual Lebesgue space with respect to Haar

measure on the circle group and H2 the Hardy space of elements of L2 whose

Fourier coefficients vanish on the negative integers. Let a(9) be a bounded,

measurable, complex-valued function on the circle group and A the operator on

L2 defined by

(1.1) (A/)(£) = a(6)f(B).

Finally, let P denote orthogonal projection of L2 onto H2. What is usually called

a Toeplitz operator or a Wiener-Hopf operator is

(1.2) £p(A) = PA\H2,

or any of a number of operators equivalent to (1.2).

Let § be any Hilbert space and $ any closed, linear subspace of §. If A is any

bounded operator on § and £ is orthogonal projection on $, an obvious generaliza-

tion of (1.2) is

(1.3) TP(A)=PA\%.

We call any operator of the form (1.3) a Wiener-Hopf operator or, indifferently, a

Toeplitz operator. When we wish to emphasize that we are discussing (1.3) with no

restriction on £ or on A, we call (1.3) a general Wiener-Hopf operator. To dis-

tinguish the special case (1.2), we call it the special Wiener-Hopf operator.

There is a large literature on questions relating to the invertibility of the special

Wiener-Hopf operator. It turns out that many of the most important results proved

in the literature can be extended to apply also to general Wiener-Hopf operators.

This was exploited by Shinbrot in [12] and [13] when A is a positive operator. It is

our purpose in this paper to continue the analysis begun in [12] and [13], omitting

the hypothesis that A is positive. To see the type of result we are able to get at, we

state here a necessary and sufficient condition for the invertibility of £p(A) due to

Devinatz ([3]; but see also [17]). Let 77e0 denote the set of all essentially bounded

elements of H2. Then, the result of [3] that we have in mind is this. Suppose that

(1.4) ess inf |a(0)| > 0.
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Then, the special Wiener-Hopf operator AP(A) is invertible if and only if there exists

an « e 77°° such that l/h e A/<° and

(1.5) Re [a(8)h(8)] ̂  S > 0   a.e.

This theorem should be compared with the following result proved in §2 below.

Suppose that A is an invertible operator on £>. Then, the general Wiener-Hopf

operator TP(A) is invertible if and only if there exists a bounded, invertible operator H

taking $P onto itself such that

(1.6) Re(/lA//,/)^S||/||2

for allfe ©.
The relation between the two theorems is clear. For the special Wiener-Hopf

operator, the condition that A be invertible is equivalent to (1.4). If, moreover, we

identify H with the operator

(1.7) (Hf)(8) = h(8)f(8),

then the conditions that h and l/h be in Hx mean that H is invertible and takes iß

onto itself. Finally, in this case, it is easy to see that (1.5) and (1.6) are equivalent.

Thus our theorem is indeed an extension of the quoted theorem of Devinatz.

In one respect, however, our result is less precise than Devinatz's. In our theorem,

we prove the existence of an operator H having certain properties, while Devinatz

proves the existence of a function h which, ex machina, we identified with AT via

(1.7). The point is not that we expect H to have the form (1.7) in all cases. Indeed,

in general, this form does not make sense, and even when it does, it is in general

not true that the operator H will have the form (1.7). This special form of H seems

to depend on the special structure of//2 and it would be most interesting to be able

to abstract just those properties of H2 which will yield the special result. However,

it should be pointed out that for most applications, the sharper form of H for H2

spaces does not yield anything better than the abstract version of the theorem.

Indeed, since our methods of proof are constructive, we are in one instance able

to get results which it does not seem possible to obtain by the nonconstructive

methods used in the proof of the theorem for the special Wiener-Hopf operators.

We shall say more about this later.

Very recently, H. R. Pousson [9] extended the theorem of Devinatz to the case

where a(8) is a finite matrix valued function, and M. Rabindranathan [10] extended

it to the case where a(8) is a bounded, operator-valued function on a separable

Hubert space. We shall have more to say about the results of these authors in the

last section of the paper. In §2, we generalize these results to the abstract context.

To return to our discussion of Devinatz's theorem, the result of [3] is actually

better than we have indicated, for the condition (1.4) need not be built into the

hypothesis of the theorem. Indeed, it is shown in [3] that, (1.4) and (1.5) are

necessary as well as sufficient for the invertibility of AP(A). Now, in the general
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context, (1.4) is equivalent to the invertibility of A. However, easy examples show

that in general A need not be invertible when TP(A) is invertible. However, since

this is the case for the special Wiener-Hopf operator, and since our purpose here

is to explore abstract generalizations of theorems valid for the special Wiener-Hopf

operator, in §3 we consider an abstract situation in which the invertibility of TP(A)

implies that of A. We then show that when A = A and £=P, our abstract result

implies (1.4). In addition, §3 contains an extension to general Wiener-Hopf

operators of the so-called Hartman-Wintner spectral inclusion theorem.

Although we have used the names Wiener and Hopf many times, we have not

yet pointed out their main contribution. In a context equivalent to that of £p(A),

they showed [15] that the function a(8) could be factored into a product of a

function analytic in the unit disk and another function conjugate analytic in the

disk. By using these factors, they were able to find a formula for [£p(A)]_1. The

method for solving the equation

(1.8) TP(A)f=g

implied by their formula has become known as the Wiener-Hopf method.

In the general context, we can say that

(1.9) TP(A)f=g

can be solved by a Wiener-Hopf method if A can be factored in a certain way that

allows (1.9) to be solved analogously to (1.8). In §4, we prove the remarkable

result that (1.9) can be solved by a Wiener-Hopf method if and only if TP(A) is

invertible.

The proof of the main theorem in §4 is in principle constructive. We utilize this

fact in §5 to derive a closed form for the solution of (1.9) assuming that A satisfies

Re(Aff)^8\\f\\2,       S>0.

If A does not have this property, a technical difficulty arises in the formula for the

solution. We also discuss this matter in §5.

From the point of view of applications, one of the most important Wiener-Hopf

operators is the operator

(1.10) [TP(A)f](x) =  f k(x-y)f(y) dy,
Ja

defined on L2(a, b). Here, £>=L2(—go, oo), A is the simple operator

(Af)(x)= r  k(x-y)f(y)dy,
J - oo

and P is the projection onto functions zero outside (a, b) defined by

(Pf)(x) = f(x),       a<x<b,
= 0, otherwise.
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When a=0 and ¿> = co, (1.10) is equivalent to the special Wiener-Hopf operator.

To see this, one has only to note that by taking Fourier transforms, A becomes the

operator of multiplication by the Fourier transform of k, while A becomes pro-

jection on the functions analytic in the upper half-plane and in A2 on horizontal

lines. Mapping the upper half-plane onto the unit disk conformally by means of

the Cayley transformation preserves the fact that A is multiplication by a complex

valued function and takes A into P. Thus, following these two transformations,

TP(A) (with a=0, ¿» = 00) becomes AP(A).

A very interesting result associated with the special equation (1.10) is the so-

called Baxter "finite section" theorem [1]. (See also Reich [11].) This theorem says

roughly that (1.10) is invertible for b — a large enough if it is invertible for a=0,

¿» = co. In §6, we prove an abstract version of this result, derive a set of conditions

under which the result of §6 is automatically valid, and then apply this result to the

finite section operator associated with (1.2) as well as to (1.10).

Finally, some remarks on terminology and notation. In the sequel, § is always

used to denote a Hubert space. The scalar product and norm in § are denoted by

(•, •) and || -1|, respectively. A is always used to denote a bounded, linear operator

on §. Ais used to denote an orthogonal projection ; its range is consistently denoted

by iß. We will always take Q = I—P and D = iß1. To avoid trivial complications,

we always assume that iß is neither {0} nor §. It is convenient to change the usual

notation and to denote the adjoint of A by A* rather than A*, and this is done in

all that follows. The symbol TP(A) is always used for the operator (1.3).

A2 is always used to denote the usual Lebesgue space with respect to Haar

measure, normalized to unity. H2 is the space defined before. Without further

mention, we write P for orthogonal projection of A2 onto A/2, and we write A for

the operator defined in (1.1).

An operator A is called invertible if it is one-to-one and onto §>. TP(A) is invertible

if it is one-to-one and onto iß.

2. Invertibility of TP(A). In this section, we derive a number of results relating

to the invertibility of general Toeplitz operators. The most important of these is

probably Theorem 3 below which states that TP(A) is invertible if and only if A

can be transformed in a specific way into an operator with positive real part.

We begin by defining the functional (recall O = iß1).

pP(Ä) = sup{\(Ap,q)\ :/»eiß, aeO, \\Ap\\ = \\q\\ = 1}.

We can then state

Theorem 1. Let TP(A) be a general Toeplitz operator. Necessary and sufficient

conditions that TP(A) be invertible are:

(i) A | iß has a bounded inverse ;

(i*) ^4*|iß has a bounded inverse;

(ii) PP(A)<1;

("*) RP(A*)<1.
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Proof. Suppose first that TP(A) is invertible. Then, there exists an «i>0 such

that for every p e iß,

m||/»|| ú \\TP(A)p\\ ú \\Ap\\,

which gives the condition (i).

To derive condition (ii), note first of all that by its definition, pP(A)S 1. Suppose

Pp(A)=1. Then for every £>0 there exists ap e iß with \\Ap\\ = 1 and aqe£i with

|| q || = 1 such that

\\QAp\\ = sup {\(Ap,q')\ :?'eQ,||?'|| = 1}

^ \(Ap,q)\
^  l-e.

Hence,

i = ¡M3
= |p^||a+||ß4p||a

^  \\PAp\\2 + (l-e)2.

Thus, we get

m\\p\\2 Ú \\TP(A)p\\2

= \\PAp\\2
Ú 2e.

Now,

1 = 11^11 è \\A\\.\\p\\,

which implies \\p\\ 3: l/[|/i||. Taking

. < m/(2\\A\\2),

we have a contradiction. This proves (ii).

It is a simple exercise to verify that [TP(A)]* = TP(A*). Thus, TP(A) invertible

implies TP(A*) invertible, and the same reasoning as before gives (i*) and (ii*).

Conversely, suppose conditions (i), (i*), (ii), and (ii*) are satisfied. By (ii), there

exists a 8 > 0 such that for every p e iß we have

\\QAp\\ = sup{\(Ap,q)\ :qe£l, \\q\\ = 1}

^ (l-8)\\Ap\\.
Consequently,

(i-s)ll^ll = \\QAp\\
= W-p)M\
ï \\Ap\\-\\PAp\\,

or ||£pL4)//|| ä S||^//|. By (i), there is a constant m>0 such that \\Ap\\ ̂ m\\p\\ for

every// 6 iß. Therefore,

(2.1) \\TP(A)p\\ ±mo-\\p\\,

and TP(A) is one-to-one and has a closed range.
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We proved (2.1) using (i) and (ii). In the same way, using (i*) and (ii*), we can

show that TP(A#) is bounded below, so that TP(A¿) is also one-to-one. Since the

range of TP(A) is the orthogonal complement of the nullspace of [TP(A)]% = TP(A%),

it follows that the range of TP(A) is all of iß. Thus, AP(.4) is invertible.

We need Theorem 1 in the particularly simple form it takes when A is unitary.

We state this form of the theorem as

Corollary 1. Let U be a unitary operator on §. Necessary and sufficient con-

ditions that TP(U) be invertible are:

(iii) ||gW»||<l;

(iv) \\PUQ\\<1.
Consequently, TP(U) is invertible if and only ifTQ(U) is invertible.

Proof. We apply Theorem 1 with A — U. Conditions (i) and (i*) are automatic

since Uis unitary. Also, and again since Uis unitary, pP(U)= \QUP\, so that (ii)

is equivalent to (iii). Next, />P(£/*)= ||ß£/*P|| = IKßtV)*! = II^Ôl, so that (ii*)

is equivalent to (iv). This proves the first part of the corollary.

To prove the second part, we note that conditions (iii) and (iv) are symmetric

in A and Q, so that the invertibility of TP(U) and TQ(U) must be equivalent.

A less immediate result on the invertibility of Toeplitz operators associated with

a unitary operator is (see [9] and [10])

Theorem 2. Let U be a unitary operator on ÍQ. The operator TP(U) is invertible

if and only if there exists a bounded, invertible operator G on © that takes iß onto

itself and such that

\\U-G\\ < 1.

Proof. Suppose TP(U) is invertible. Set

G = PUP+QUQ.

By the last sentence of Corollary 1, G may be considered to be the direct sum of

two invertible operators and so is itself invertible. Moreover, Corollary 1 shows

that for some S > 0

\\QUP\\ = 1-3,       \\PUQ\\ = 1-8.

G clearly takes iß and O onto themselves. Thus, if/> e iß and a e G, we have

((U-G)p, (U-G)q) = -(Up, Gq)-(Gp, Uq)
= -(Up, QUq)-(PUp, Uq)

(2.2) = -(QUp, Uq)-(PUp, Uq)
= ~(Up, Uq)

= -(p,i)

= o.
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Suppose/e©,   ||/|| = 1. Write/=/?+a, where /» e iß, ge£X  (2.2) shows that

(U—G)p is orthogonal to (U—G)q. Therefore,

\\(U-G)f\\2= \\(U-G)p + (U-G)q\\2

= \\(U-G)p\\2+\\(U-G)q\\2

= ||g£//»||2+||At/a||2

^(i-s)2(||All2+kll2)
= (1-8)2||/||2.

This means that || U— G || < 1.

Conversely, suppose G is an invertible operator taking iß onto itself and such

that || U—G\\ < 1. Since U is unitary, we have

\\TP(r)-TP(U*G)\\ = \\I-U*G\\

= \\U-G\\
< 1.

Since Ap(/) is just the identity on iß, it follows that TP(U*G) is invertible. Since G

takes iß onto itself,

TP(U*G) = TP(U*)TP(G).

Since Ap(G) is invertible, it follows that TP(U*) is invertible. So, then, is TP(U).

It should be noted that, according to the construction of G in the above proof,

not only does G have iß as an invariant subspace, but both iß and £3, reduce G.

The following proposition was obtained by Pousson [9] and Rabindranathan

[10] for H2 spaces. The proof we give follows that of Pousson.

Lemma 1. Let A be invertible. Then, it can be factored in the form A = UB, where

U is unitary and B is an invertible operator taking iß onto itself. TP(A) is invertible

if and only if the corresponding operator TP(U) is invertible.

Proof. A*A is a bounded, positive operator with a bounded universe. Hence,

by a theorem of Shinbrot [12], we can factor A^A in the form

A+A = A* A,

where A is invertible and takes iß onto itself and A* takes O onto itself. Thus, we

have A = UB, where U=A¿ 1Bif. We have

i/i/* = A^B^BA-1

= A

A similar calculation shows that E/*f/=A Therefore, U is unitary.

To prove the last sentence of the lemma, we notice that since iß is an invariant

subspace of B,

TP(A) = TP(U)TP(B),

while TP(B) is invertible.

Notice that Lemma 1 gives the following abstract version of a theorem of

Beurling [2] about factorization into inner and outer factors.
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Corollary 2. Let A be invertible and map iß into itself. Then A = UB, where U

is unitary and takes % into itself, while B is invertible and takes iß onto itself.

Corollary 2 is not the complete abstract version of Beurling's theorem because

of the hypothesis we make that A is bounded. It is possible to extend the corollary

to include the operator (1.1) with a(9) e H2 (which is the hypothesis of Beurling's

theorem) but we do not do so here since this would take us out of our basic frame-

work of bounded operators.

There are a number of possible proofs of the next result; we give one that

depends on Lemma 1.

Corollary 3. Suppose A is invertible. Then TP(A) is invertible if and only if

TQ(A ~x) is invertible. Further,

II[T0(A-1)]-11| Ú 2\\Af\\[TP(A)Y1\\2.

Proof. We may write A = UB, where £ is invertible and takes iß onto itself.

As a consequence (or, by the result in [12]), B* takes O onto itself. Since TP(A)

is invertible, so is TP(U).

Now write A*1 = UB*1. Then

TQ(A*') = TQ(U)TQ(B*i).

Since U is unitary and TP(U) is invertible, Corollary 1 shows that TQ(U) is invertible.

Hence, TQ(A*1) and [TQ(A*l)]* = TQ(A~1) are invertible. By interchanging the

roles of £ and Q and of A and A'1, we get the converse statement.

Suppose now that ||[TP(A)]~11| ̂ m. Using the decomposition A= UB, we obtain

for every p e iß,

\\TP(U)Bp\\ = \\TP(A)p\\

^ - WB-^BpW
m"        "

(2.3)

à mJÄI ¡BPI

Since Bp varies over all of iß as// varies over iß, (2.3) gives a bound for || [£p(c7)]-1||.

By Theorem 1, pP(U)=\ — 8 where S>0. Thus it follows that for every e>0

there exists a p e iß with || p || = 1 such that \\QUp\\ = l-8-e. Consequently,

1 = \\Up\\2

= ||£t///|2+||ßt///||2

^ ||£[//z||2 + (l-S-e)2.

Thus,

l/(/n2M||2) = \\PUp\\2 g 2(S + e),

from which we get S^ l/(2/w2||,4||2). By the proof of Theorem 1, on the other hand,

IPW)]-1» = I/« = 2m2\\A\\2.
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Now use the decomposition A*1= UB*1. We get

UtA^-1)]-1!! = ItA^i1)]-1!

â IltrÄ1)]-1»-!^!/)]-1!!.
But

IIP^í1)]-1!! = 11**11 = IM II.

and this gives the final result.

We shall say that an operator A has strongly positive real part if there exists a

8 > 0 such that

Re(^/,/)^S||/||2

for all/e§.

Lemma 2. If A has strongly positive real part, then TP(A) is invertible.

Proof. Let/» e iß, ||/»|| = 1. Then

\\TP(A)p\\ = \(TP(A)p,p)\

(2.4) = \(Ap,p)\
= 8,

by hypothesis. Similarly,

„« IIW,)p|| = \(A+p,p)\
K    ' Z 8.

The inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) are equivalent to the invertibility of TP(A).

Theorem 3. Let A be invertible. Then, TP(A) is invertible if and only if there

exists a bounded, invertible operator H taking iß onto itself such that AH has strongly

positive real part.

Proof. A is invertible. Therefore, A* is invertible. Applying Lemma 1 to A*,

we find that A%= UB, where U is unitary and A is an invertible operator taking iß

onto itself. Let TP(A) be invertible. By Lemma 1 (applied to TP(A*)), TP(U) is

invertible, and so by Theorem 2 there exists a bounded, invertible operator G on

§ taking iß onto itself and such that

\\U-G\\  = 1-1,, r¡ > 0.
Consequently,

((U-G)f,(U-G)f) g (l-r,)\\f\\2

for every/e §. Expanding, we find that

((G*U+U*G)fif)^v\\f\\2

or, in other words, G*U+ U^G^rjI. From this, we get

A*(G*[/+[/*G)A ä VB*B = r,AAt,

the last equality following from the construction in the proof of Lemma 1.
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Let H=GB. Then, we have

H*UB + B*U*H ^ VAA*.

Since AA* is strongly positive, this inequality shows that B*U*H=AHhas strongly

positive real part. Further, H is invertible and takes iß onto itself, since both G

and £ have these properties. This proves the necessity.

Conversely, suppose there exists an operator H satisfying the conditions of the

theorem. By Lemma 2, TP(AH) is then invertible. But TP(AH) = TP(A)TP(H), and

since TP(H) is invertible, so is TP(A).

Corollary 4. Let A be invertible. Let H be the operator constructed in Theorem

3. The constant 8 occurring in the inequality Re (AHff)^8\\f\\2 can be taken to be

.      _J_
2|m|2||^-1||2||[£P(^)]-1||2'

Proof. If we write A = UB, then Theorem 1 shows that pP(U) = 1 —r¡, i?>0. The

proof of Corollary 3 shows that we may take

_1_
V     2M||2||[£PL4)]-1||2-

From the proof of Theorem 3, the constant S can be chosen to be i?/||^_1||2. The

corollary follows.

3. Invertibility of A. Our main purpose in this paper is to discuss invertibility

conditions for TP(A) when A is invertible. But we shall digress here to discuss the

related question of the invertibility of A given that TP(A) is invertible. Generally,

it is not true that if TP(A) is invertible then A itself is invertible. For example, we

may take A to be the identity operator on iß and the zero operator on O. This

operator A is clearly not invertible, but TP(A) is just the identity on iß and so is

invertible. In the case of the special Wiener-Hopf operator £p(A), however, it is

known that the invertibility of £p(A) implies that of A [3] and [6]. This comes

about, of course, because of the special nature of the operator A. However, an

appropriate abstract version of this fact also exists ; it has as an immediate conse-

quence the result just described for the special Wiener-Hopf operator.

Theorem 4. Let if be a collection of operators on fe with the following properties:

(v) there exist two positive numbers m and M such that for every Se F and for

every fe^,

m\f\<* \\Sf\\ ï M\\f\\;

(vi) every element of F commutes with A and with A*;

(vii) the set {Sp : SeF,pe%} is dense in £>.

Then A is invertible if TP(A) is invertible.

If, in addition to (v), (vi), and (vii), we have

(viii) all elements of ¿f are unitary operators, then,

\\TAA)\\ = Ml-
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Proof. If S e SP, let S'1 denote the left inverse of S. Then we have

(I/A/)!/! ^ ¡S-fil S (l/m)||/l,

for every /in the domain of S~l. From Theorem 1 we get the existence of a S>0

such that for every /» e iß, \\Ap\\ = S||/»||. Thus we have, for every Se SP and every

/>eiß,

(l/m)\\ASp\\ = (l/m)\\SAp\\

= WS^SApW
= 8||S,"1'S¡p|

= WM)\\Sp\\.

From this inequality and the hypothesis (vii) it follows that A is one-to-one and

has a closed range. The same argument applied to A* shows that A* is one-to-one,

so that A is onto. Therefore, A is invertible.

Now, suppose that (viii) holds. Then

||AP(^)|| = sup {\(TP(A)p,p')\ :p,p'e% \\p\\ = \\p'\\ = 1}

= sup{\(ASp,Sp')\ :SeS^,p,p'e% \\p\\ = ||/»'|| = 1}
= MI-

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

We denote the spectrum of A by o(A). Then we have

Corollary 5. If there exists a family SP with the properties (v), (vi), and (vii),

then

a(A) c a(TP(A)).

Corollary 5 follows by applying Theorem 4 to the operator XI—A instead of A

with A in the resolvent set of TP(A).

Corollary 6.  We have tj(A)co(TP(Aj). Also, ||A| = ||AP(A)||.

Corollary 6 follows from Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 by taking SP to be the

group of operators on A2 consisting of multiplication by characters of the circle

group. That conditions (v), (vi), (vii), and (viii) hold is immediate.

The first part of the proof of Theorem 4 is in essence due to Hartman-Wintner

[6]. The first statement of Corollary 6 is usually called the Hartman-Wintner

spectral inclusion theorem [6]. The second statement of Corollary 6 appears in [18].

4. Invertibility and factorization. The purpose of this section is to show that

if A is an invertible operator, then TP(A) is invertible if and only if A can be

factored in a certain canonical way, which in the classical theory is very familiar.

Before we state and prove the factorization theorem, it will be convenient to prove

a simple lemma.

Lemma 3. TP(A) is invertible if and only if Afö has a bounded inverse, and

/I iß+ D=f>, where + indicates a direct sum.
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Proof. Suppose TP(A) is invertible. Then we know from Theorem 1 that A\^

has a bounded inverse. Now suppose

Ap+q = 0,       pe^,qeD,.

Then, TP(A)p = 0, which implies p = 0, which in turn implies q = 0. This shows the

sum is direct. Next, given any feÍQ, there exists a p e iß such that TP(A)p = Pf

This means there exists a q e O, such that Ap+q=f This proves the first half of

the lemma.

For the converse, suppose the conditions of the lemma are satisfied. Then,

PA?$=P§, so that TP(A) is onto. If TP(A)p = 0, then Ap e O. But the sum of A%

and £l being direct then implies Ap = 0, so that/> = 0, and £p(^4) is one-to-one. This

completes the proof of the lemma.

It should be noted that Lemma 3 has as a consequence another proof of the

fact already proved in Corollary 3 that TP(A) is invertible if and only if TQ(A ~x) is

invertible.

We now turn to the main result of this section.

Theorem 5. Let A be invertible. Then, TP(A) is invertible if and only if A can be

factored in the form A = A_A + , where A _ and A + are bounded, invertible operators,

A _ takes D onto itself, and A + takes iß onto itself.

Moreover, if TP(A) is invertible, then

(4.1) [TP(A)]-i = A^PAz1^.

Proof. We suppose first that A can be factored and prove that TP(A) is invertible.

Since y4_ is invertible and takes O onto itself, it follows that Az1 takes D onto

itself. Thus, TQ(Az1) is invertible. By Corollary 3, then, TP(A_) is invertible. Since

TP(A+) is invertible and TP(A) = TP(A_)TP(A+), it follows that TP(A) is invertible.

Next, we prove (4.1). Let// e iß, and define f=A + 1PAz1p. Since A+ is invertible

and takes iß onto itself, Az1 also takes iß onto itself, and/e iß. Therefore,

TP(A)f=PAf
= PA-PAz^p

= PA.(I-Q)Az1p
= P

since A_ takes D into itself. This proves (4.1).

The hard part of Theorem 5 is the necessity. We note first that there is no loss in

generality in assuming that A has strongly positive real part. For, if TP(A) is

invertible, Theorem 3 tells us that there is an invertible operator H that takes iß

onto itself and such that AH has strongly positive real part. Thus, if we can prove

Theorem 5 for such operators, we shall have a factorization of the form AH=B_B+,

£_ and £+ having the properties specified for A. and A + , respectively. Taking

A_ =£_ and A+ =£+77_1, we then have a factorization of A with all the required

properties. We assume therefore that A has strongly positive real part.
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When this is the case, the spectrum of A is a compact set in the open right half

of the complex plane. Let y be any Jordan curve in the right-half plane containing

the spectrum of A in its interior. Define two operators by the formulas

(4.2) y4±1'2 = ¿"' f A±1/2(A/-^)_1 dX>

where, for the sake of being definite, we specify the branch of A1'2 so that it is

positive when A is a positive real number. The operators A±m are bounded,

A = [A112]2 and A~112 is the inverse of A112.

Let it be a set with the same cardinality as the dimension of iß, and let x be a set

disjoint from tt with the same cardinality as the dimension of O. We denote by

{tpn : « e 77} and by {tpn : ne x\ orthonormal bases for iß and for Q., respectively.

Similarly, we denote by {ipn : ne tt} and by {¡¡in : ne y) orthonormal bases for the

spaces A)l2ty and ^4^1,20, respectively. Define a linear operator Kin íq by means

of the formula

vf =2 (/>«?.»

wherever it makes sense. We shall show that F is a bounded, invertible operator

defined on all of §.

To show that V is defined on all of §, we notice that since iß is orthogonal to

äQ, the set {tpn : « e 77 u x} is orthonormal. Therefore,

IOT = 2 K/>«l2

(4.3) =2l(/>«l2+2K/>«i2

= 2II/12,

by Bessel's inequality, since the sets {</>„: « e tt} and {</in : ne x} are separately

orthonormal. (4.3) also shows that V is bounded.

There are several ways to prove that V is invertible. Perhaps the easiest way is

to prove that V* is invertible. We obtain first a formula for K*. For every/and g

in §, we have

(Vfig) = Z   (f,>!>n)(?n,g).
n\JX

Since {tpn : « e tt u x) is orthonormal,

2  \(S, 9n)\2 < »,

and from this it follows that, since {</>„ : « e tt} and {>/>n : « e x) are orthonormal, the

sums

r = 2 (S, ?>n)<A„
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and

s =  2 (8> 'Prd'l'n
nex

converge in §. It follows that

2   (g><Pn)<l>n
nKJX

converges in § to r+s. Thus, we have

(Vf, g)  =   (/,  2   (g' VMn)   -  (/  V*g),

and from this we get

V*g =   2  (£> ̂n-

It is clear from this formula that the range of V* is the direct sum A1*12^ + A*ll2£i.

The fact that this sum is direct follows from Lemma 3. Indeed, since TP(A*) is

invertible, A*l2p+A* ll2q=0 with// e iß and q e O implies A*p+q=0, and Lemma

3 shows that this means//=q=0. The same proof also shows that V* is one-to-one.

Moreover, since A*'$ + £i = $g, it follows that A*i2<$ + A*1I2Q, = Iq, so that the

range of V* is all of £>, and K* is invertible.

We now define

A+ = VA112,
(4.4)

A. = All2V-\

Clearly, A+ and A^ are bounded, invertible operators satisfying A_A+=A. To

complete the proof of Theorem 5, it remains to show that

A + % = iß,

a_£x = o.

First of all, we notice that since ^1,2iß and A* 1/20 are orthogonal, it follows

from the definition of V that ,4 + ißciß. Similarly, since A~ll2£h and A*l2ty are

orthogonal, Az1&Ç:£l. Now Lemma 3 implies

Am% + A-ll2& = §.

Since the range of V is £>, this means that

A + y + Az1®, = V(Aliay + A-lian) = ©.

Consequently, we must have /l + iß = iß and ^4:1Cl = £l. Since yl_ is invertible, it

follows that ^_0 = 0. The proof of Theorem 5 is complete.

Let Px and £2 be two, possibly different projections onto subspaces 5ßx and iß2

of £>. An interesting generalization of the general Toeplitz operator is T12(A) =

£j^|iß2. We say that T12(A) is invertible if it is one-to-one and maps iß2 onto iß!.
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Let Qy=I-Py, Q2 = I-P2, &! = ißi, 02 = ißi The following corollary of Theorem

5 has important consequences for unbounded Wiener-Hopf operators.

Corollary 7. Let

(4.5) dim ißj = dim iß2,       dim £iy = dim Q2.

Then, T12(A) is invertible if and only if A can be factored in either of the forms

(4.6) A = B-B+

(4.7) =C.C+,

where A_, B + , C_, C+ are invertible operators on §, A_ maps Dx onto £i2, B+

maps iß2 onto itself, C_ maps £iy onto itself, and C+ maps iß2 onto ißj.

IfT12(A) is invertible, we have

(4.8) [TyM)]-^ ^A^A:1/»

(4.9) = C-^PyC-Jp.

Proof. We prove (4.6) and (4.8). The proofs of (4.7) and (4.9) are similar. Under

the hypothesis (4.5), there is a unitary operator W such that Ai= W*P2W. There-

fore, A12(y4) is invertible if and only if TPz(WA) is invertible. According to Theorem

5, TP¡¡(WA) is invertible if and only if WA = A_A + , A_ and A+ are invertible, A_

maps £l2 onto itself, and A+ maps iß2 onto itself. Writing

A_ = W*A_,       B+ = A + ,

we see that (4.6) is equivalent to the invertibility of T12(A). (4.8) follows from (4.1).

The factorization of Theorem 5 is certainly not unique. It is of some interest,

therefore, to see how much can be said of each of the factors. This is the content

of the next result.

Theorem 6. If A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5, and if

A = A-A +
= B.B+

are two decompositions of A satisfying the conditions of that theorem, then there

exists a bounded, invertible operator C that is reduced by iß, satisfying

B+ = CA+,       A_ = A_C~\

IfA^O, while A- =(A+)jf andB. =(A+)*, then C is unitary.

Proof. We have A_A+=B-B+, so that Bz1A_=B+A + 1. Consequently,

A:M_0 = B+AixD, = O.

But since B+A + 1 is an invertible operator taking iß onto itself, it follows that

(B+A + %£i=£i. Thus, taking C=B+Ai1=Bz1A_, we obtain the first part of the

theorem.
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The proof of Theorem 5 shows that if ,4 3:0, then A_ can be taken as (A+)*.

In that case, we have

C*C=(Az1)*(B+)*B+Az'

= Az^^B + Az1

= Az^AAz1

= /,

and similarly CC*=I, which shows that C is unitary.

5. An inversion formula. The method of proof of Theorem 5 is constructive

and therefore can be used to find an explicit inversion formula for the inverse of

TP(A). When A 3:0, an analogous formula was derived in [12]. This formula proved

its worth in [13], where it was used to discuss unbounded positive Wiener-Hopf

operators, and in [14], where it was used to solve certain difficult integral equations.

In this section, we shall always assume the dimension of § to be countable.

This has as a consequence the fact that an orthonormal basis for any subspace of

£> can be constructed explicitly by means of the Gram-Schmidt process. To avoid

certain notational difficulties, we shall also assume that iß and O are infinite

dimensional. If this is not the case, certain minor modifications in the following

formulas will have to be made.

To begin, we assume that A has strongly positive real part. We can then define

square roots by (4.2); we assume that A*12 and A*112 can be found explicitly. In

that case, orthonormal bases {</>„}j° and {</>„}!« for A*l2<$ and ^"1/20, respectively,

can be constructed by choosing sequences {"/„}? and {con}zl> that are bases in iß

and in O and orthonormalizing {A*l2wn}f and {A*ll2ojn}zl,. We denote by {<pn}j°

and {<Pn}-m orthonormal bases for iß and for ¡Q, respectively. As in §4, we then

define

(5.1) Vf= f (/,*>„.
— 00

Here and in what follows a prime on a sum is used to indicate that the term «=0

is to be omitted.

Equations (4.1) and (4.4) show that in terms of V, we have

(5.2) [TP(A)] - *p = A -1/2 V - x£ VA ~ mp.

To use this formula, we need an expression for K"1, which we shall now derive.

Let £n denote projection on the manifold spanned by the set

{^ : -« g k g n, k ¥= 0}.

For any/e §, £„/of course has the form

£n/=   f KAf)K
k= -n
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As is well known, the coefficients 8fc n(f) can be computed by means of the formula

K,*(f) =  Ate.n(/)/A„,

where A„ is the Gram determinant

(</<_„, 0-n) (</>-„ + !, <A-n) •••      OAn, <A-n)

A        .     (<A-n, <A-n + l)      (</>-„ + !, </>-„ + i)      •••      (</-„, <A-» +1)

I (<A-n, <An) (<A-n + l, >l>n) "•      (<An> 0n)

and Akn(f) is obtained from An by replacing the /cth column of An by ((/, </<_„),

(/, <A_n+1),...,(/, i/<„)). It will be convenient also to define a determinant Dk:JJ)

obtained from An by replacing the kth column of A„ by ((/, <p_„),(/, <p-„+i),...,

(f, 9n)), and to set

dk,n(f) = DkJf)/An.

It should be noted that there are many zeros in the determinants An and Dk¡n(f)

since (<l>j,i/ik) is only different from zero when /=k and when jk<0. If p e iß,

there are even more zeroes in Dkn(p), since then

((/>_„, i/í_„) •••   («Afc-i, <A-„) 0        (0fc + i,^-„) •■•   (<An> <A-n)

(<A-n><A-n + l)   •••   OAk-1, "A-b + i)        0        GAfc + 1, <A-n + l)   '•"   OAn, <A-n + l)

Ac.u(a) = (0-n,<A-l) ■■■   (</>k-l,<l>-l) 0        OAlc + 1, <A-l) •••   ("An, lA-l)

(<A-n> 7*i)       • • • GAic-i, t*i)      (a> «pi) 0Ak+i> 0i)       • • • OAn, <Al)

I (0 - ». <An) ■ • •   OAfc -1» 0n) (A, 9>n)  W>k +1, <An) ' ' '   (v^n, <An)

Let F/=g. Then, since the set {<pn : —oo<«<oo, «#0} is orthonormal, we have

(/, fAJ = (#, 9>J>       -oo < « < oo, « ^ 0.

Therefore

^7= 2' 8*.-C/¥*
fe = -n

n

=  2' ^.»(sWfc-
fe = -n

If (/» <An)=0 for all «, then F/=0, so that/=0. Therefore,

/= limAj;
n-*°o

so that

(5.3) V-1g= lim   J'   dk¡n(g)4,k.

Equations (5.1) and (5.3) can be used in (5.2) to obtain a formula for [TP(A)] 1.
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The result is

(5.4) [TM)] - V = Hm    t' dkJ 2 (A - i'2p, >P,)<p,)a- ^k.
"-00   k=-n \i=l /

Obviously,

//'= 2^-1,2//,^>y
J=l

is an element of iß. Also, when j3:1, (//', <pj) = (A ~ ll2p, >/jj). Thus, according to the

remark made earlier, the coefficients appearing in (5.4) are simply

0A-n, <A-n) •••    OAfc-l^-n) 0 (<A)c + l, <A-n) •"    ('An, <A-t,)

OA-n, <A-n + l)    ■••    0Afc-l,<A-n + l) 0 (<Afc + l, <A-n + l)    "•    ('An, <A - n +1)

(4>-n,tl'-i)     ■•• OAfc-i, <A-i) o       («Afc+r^-i)     ••• OAn, <A-i)    -

(*-„*i)       ••• 0A*-i,<Ai)      (^-1,2a<A!) 0A*+i,<Ai)       ••• (<An,<Ai)

(Í-n,<An) •••    (A-l,<An) (A'll2p,4>n)   (<l>k + l, >l>n) ■•■    (<An, <An) |

A formula equivalent to (5.4) can also be written in terms of any orthonormal

basis for ^1,2iß. If {yjc}í?= i is any such basis, calculations similar to the ones leading

to (5.4) show that an alternative formula is

(5.4 bis) [TAA)]-^ = lim  ¿ 8k.n(A~ll2p)A-íl2Xk.
n-co   k=1

If A 3:0, the formulas (5.4) and (5.4 bis) become particularly simple. When A 3:0,

we can take Xk = 'Pk, k=l,2,.... Also, it is easy to see that the entire sequence

{ifik : —oo<k<<X)} is orthonormal when ,4 3:0. Therefore, an easy calculation

shows that

1,

Kn(f)

(/ &)■

Dk,n(f)

(/ <Pk),

0, k < 0,

04-1'2//,«,       k>0.

l_

KM)

Therefore,

4,n(/) =

and

^.»(¿M"1'^^
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Thus, when ¿(3:0, (5.4) reduces to

[TM)]'1? =  J (A-^2p,^k)A-^k,
k=X

which is equivalent to a formula derived earlier in [12].

(5.4) is a formula for the inverse of TP(A) provided that A has strongly positive

real part. It can be considered as supplying a constructive solution of the Wiener-

Hopf equation TP(A)p'=p provided that one can compute the operators A±112

and A*112. We should like to remark that this is the case whenever A has the form

(Af)(x)=  f   k(x-y)f(y)dy,
J — 00

whatever the projection £ may be. Indeed, if we denote Fourier transforms by

addition of the symbol/N, we have

(Afno = rwm

The condition that A have strongly positive real part is then equivalent to the

condition that there exist a S>0 such that

Re [kT(f)] = 8.

In this case, A112 can be computed from the simple formula

(Avyno = (k~(e))u*r(i).

A similar remark applies to A~112 and to A£112.

If TP(A) is invertible, but A does not have strongly positive real part, the proof

of Theorem 5 is still constructive and an explicit inversion formula can still in

principle be found, but there may be difficulties in the actual computation of some

of the terms appearing in it. To understand exactly where the difficulty comes about,

we shall derive the inversion formula without the hypothesis that A has strongly

positive real part.

The proof of Theorem 5 shows that in this case, the factors A _ and A + are

computed by finding an operator H such that .477 does have strongly positive real

part. This is done by using Theorem 3. Reviewing the proof of Theorem 3, we see

that we must begin by factoring A* as in Lemma 1. This means that we must find

an invertible operator £ taking iß onto itself such that AA*=B*B. We note that

B can be computed explicitly. Indeed, as before, let {<pn}x and {<?„}::„ be ortho-

normal bases for iß and D, respectively. Let {a>n}x and {tujz^ be orthonormal

bases for (,4,4*)1/2iß and (AA*)~ll2£i, respectively. Then, we have only to define

(5.5) Bf=(AA*y22'(f<On)<Pn-
— CO

A simple computation shows that this operator has all the desired properties and,
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of course, it can be computed explicitly if one can compute (AA*)±112 explicitly.

Of course, we also have

B*f=Z'((AA*)1'2fitPn)a>n.
- CO

We now set

(5.6) U = A~1Blt

to obtain the formula A* = UB needed in the proof of Theorem 3. According to

the proof of Theorem 3, to find the operator A7 making AH have strongly positive

real part, we must set H=GB, where G is the operator associated with U via

Theorem 2. According to the proof of Theorem 2, however, G=PUP+QUQ.

Since U is computable, G is, and since G is computable, H is. The final result is

that the operator

(5.7) AH = A(PUP+ QUQ)B

has strongly positive real part if A is defined by (5.5) and U by (5.6). Moreover,

if we can write AH=C_C+, where C_ and C+ are invertible, while C_ takes O

onto itself and C+ takes iß onto itself, the factors A_ and A+ occurring in Theorem

5 can be obtained from the operators C_ and C+ by the simple formulas

A. = C_,       A+ = C+Af"1.

Everything is all right, then, provided only that the operator AH with strongly

positive real part can be factored. As we saw in the beginning of this section, this

factorization can be performed provided that the operators (AH)±112 and (AH)*112

can be computed explicitly. It is exactly here that a difficulty arises if A does not

have strongly positive real part. For, not only does A appear, but also A and Q

appear in the definition (5.7) of AH. If it occurs that one can find the square roots

of AH and (AH)*, then indeed an explicit formula for [T^A)]'1 can be derived.

But it is hard to see how these square roots can be computed in general.

6. The finite section theorem. The object of this section is to show that it is

possible to obtain an abstract version of the Baxter-Reich "finite section" theorem

[1], [11]. We also derive a special version of the theorem that makes clear the role

of the various hypotheses used in the general version and which, in addition, is

sometimes easier to apply. Finally, we show how the result relates to AP(A) and to

(1.10). The method of proof used in Theorem 7 below is based in part on that used

by Devinatz in [4].

As in the rest of the paper, we let A be orthogonal projection onto the subspace

iß of©. In addition, in this section we suppose that we have a family {Aa} of ortho-

gonal projections defined for each a in a directed set si. As usual, we denote the

range of Pa by ißa and say that {Aa} is a P-family of orthogonal projections if

ißaC«ß for all aesi. When A=P, we shall later on take si to be the positive
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integers and iß« to be the subspace of H2 consisting of those functions whose

Fourier coefficients vanish on all integers greater than a. In this case, {AJ is clearly

a P-family of orthogonal projections.

Let {Aa} be any A-family of orthogonal projections. We define a set 33({Aa}) of

operators as follows. A bounded linear operator A e 33({Aa}) if there exists a net

{Ba : a e si} of operators Ba with the two properties

(6.1) Aa(iß 0 ißj ç iß    for a large;

(6.2) B = lim Ba   in the operator norm topology.

With this notation, we have

Theorem 7. Let A be a bounded, invertible operator, and let {Pa} be a P-family of

orthogonal projections. Suppose that TP(A) is invertible and that there exist an

a0esi and an m > 0 such that a ä a0 implies TQ + Pa(A) is invertible and

lltA^^)]-1! ¿ m.

Let(2) A'1 and A*1 belong to 93({Aa}). Then, there exist an a^ao and an M>0

such that for all a^al5 TPa(A) is invertible and

lltAp^)]-1)! = M.

Proof. Let a ^ a0. For u e ißa, we decompose Au in the form

(6.3) Au = k + v + h,

where k e C, v e ißa, and « e iß © ißa. Since TP(A) is invertible, so is TP(A*); by

Corollary 3, then, TQ(A*1) is also invertible. Consequently, by Theorem 3, there

is a bounded, invertible operator H taking O onto itself such that

(6.4) A^H+HçA'1 Z 281,       S > 0.

If we operate on (6.3) by H*A_1 and take the inner product with k, we find

(6.5) (77*1/, k) = (H^A^k, k) + (HJeA~1v, k) + (H*A~1h, k).

Now, k e ¡Q, so that HkeD. and since u e ißac «ß;

(H*u, k) = (u, Hk) = 0.

Further, if Ba e 33({Aa}), we have (Bah, Hk) = 0. Thus

(H*A-1h,k) = ((A~1-Ba)h,Hk).

Consequently, from (6.5) we get

(6.6) \(H*A-%k)\ Ú MflM + M-1-!?.!-1*11)11*11,

whenever M ^ || H*A - * \\ + [| H \\.

(2) If the sets 5P0 are finite-dimensional, we only need assume A'1 s sb({P„}).
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(6.4) shows that

¡(HtA-ik,k)\ = Re(H*A~1k,k) 3: 8||A:||2.

Also, by hypothesis, for every e>0, there exists an «j3:a0 such that for every

a^ax there is a £ae23({£a}) for which M\\A~1 — Ba\\^e8. Using these facts in

(6.6), we find that there is a constant M> 0 such that for every e > 0 there exists an

ax^ar, with the property that whenever a^ax,

(6.7) -I*|¿Af|9|+«|A|.

Next, we make use of the assumption that for a^a0, TQ + Pa(A) is uniformly

invertible. From Corollary 3, it follows that £P_P (¿_1) is invertible, and indeed

there is an m' > 0 such that for every a 3: a0,

||£P_P.(¿-i)|| =£ m'.

Consequently, Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 show that there exists an 77 >0 such

that for every a 3: a0 there exists a bounded, invertible operator Ha taking iß 0 ißa

onto itself and such that

(6.8) H%A~1 + A*1Ha 3: 2r¡I.

We operate on (6.3) by H%A ~1 and take the inner product with « to get

(6.9) (H%u, h) = (H%A - % h) + (H%A -iv,h) + (H%A~ % «).

Since Hah e iß 0 ißa and u e ißa, it follows that (H%u, «)=0. Further, from (6.8),

we find that \(H*A~1h, h)\^T¡\\h\\2. Using these facts in (6.9), we arrive at the fact

that there exists an M > 0 so large that

(6.10) *|AU"(|*| + |M)-

Taking e small enough in (6.7) and using (6.7) in (6.10), we find there is an

M>0 so large that

(6.11) ||«.|| ¿ M\\v\\.

Finally, using (6.7) and (6.11) in (6.3) and noting that A'1 is bounded, we see that

there exist an M>0 and an o^ e ¿tf such that a3:^ implies

(6.12) H ¿ M\\TPa(AM\.

This shows that TPa(A) Is one-to-one with a closed range.

If the space ißa is finite-dimensional, (6.12) shows that TPa(A) is invertible.

Otherwise, TP(A) and TQ+Pa(A) invertible imply that TP(A*) and TQ+Pa(A*) are

invertible. Consequently, we get the inequality (6.12) for TPa(A*) = [TPa(A)]*-

Thus, in any case, TPa(A) is invertible.

We shall now specialize Theorem 7 to obtain a result whose hypotheses are

easier to verify and which includes a number of interesting applications. The
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theorem below contains the Baxter-Reich finite section theorem for the circle

group as well as a corresponding version for the real line.

As before, we let si be a directed set, but now we suppose that we have a set

SP={Sa : aesi} of unitary operators each of which leaves iß invariant and

commutes with A. Let us set

ißa = iß 0 (S°iß).

We suppose that SP has the property ißaC^ if a ^ß. Let S3a be the weak closure

of the linear manifold generated by the set {AßSß : ß e sí} u {AßSl : ßua} where

AB?ß S *ß. We suppose there are nets {Ba : Ba e 33a, a e si} and {Ca : Ca e 93a, a e si}

so that in the operator norm topology,

A'1 = limAa

and(3)

A*1 = lim Ca.

Any triple (A, S?, iß) that satisfies the above conditions will be called a special

finite section system.

Theorem 8. If (A, SP, iß) is a special finite section system, and ifTP(A) and TQ(A)

are invertible, then there exist an ay e si and an M > 0 such that a ^ «! implies TPa(A)

is invertible and

lltAp^)]-1! Í M.

Proof. Since TQ(A) is invertible it follows that TP(A " *) is invertible. Thus there

exists a 8 > 0 so that

sup{{(A-^q^ :/»eiß,aeD;||/»| = ||a|| = 1} = 1-8.

Since, for every a e si, S" is unitary and commutes with A, it follows that

sup{¡(A-Wp, S«q)\ :/»eiß,aeO;||/»|| = ||a|| = 1}= 1-8.

Since Sa commutes with A it also commutes with A* (Fuglede's theorem), and

thus we get the same facts for A*1. From Theorem 1 it follows that for every

a e si the operators Ap_po(y4_1) are invertible, and the inverses have a uniform

bound. Consequently for every aesi, TQ + Pa(A) is invertible and the inverses have

a uniform bound. Thus one of the hypotheses of Theorem 7 is satisfied.

Before we proceed to prove the other hypothesis needed in Theorem 7 is valid,

we remark that what has just been proved can also be obtained directly from

Theorem 3. Indeed, since TP(A_1) is invertible there is an invertible operator H

taking iß onto itself and a 8 > 0 so that

A~1H+H*A*1 Z SA

(3) If the sets !?a are finite dimensional, this condition on A*1 is not required.
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Now, for every a ese, Ha = SaHS% is invertible and takes iß © ißa onto itself.

Since Sa commutes with A'1, we get

S'iA-W+HtAiWi = (A^H' + HIA;1) 3: 81.

Thus, Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 tell us that £P_Pa(y4_1) is invertible for every a

and that its inverse has a bound independent of a. Consequently, the same is true

of the operator TQ+Pa(A).

To show that the other hypothesis of Theorem 7 is satisfied we first remark that

if ßea, then

SÎCP 0 $„) = W 0 iß,) = iß,

since Se is unitary. Also,

S'W 0 *„) S iß

for every ß es/, and it follows that each operator in 93a takes iß © iß« into iß.

Since A'1 and A*1 are limits of nets in 23 a it follows that all of the hypotheses of

Theorem 7 are satisfied. Thus, Theorem 8 is established.

We wish to apply Theorem 8 to certain Toeplitz operators on H2 spaces. To do

so, we introduce some terminology. We let .Ç be a separable Hilbert space, £2(§)

the space of (equivalence classes of) ©-valued, weakly measurable functions on the

circle group which are square summable, H2(S¿) the subspace of £2(§) consisting

of those elements whose Fourier coefficients vanish on the negative integers, and

£2(£>) the subspace of £2(©) consisting of the elements whose Fourier coefficients

vanish on the positive integers. If 23 is the set of bounded operators on §, then

we can form the spaces £2(23) and 7/2(23) in a manner similar to the formation of

the spaces £2(£>) and H2(¡q). Also, we define 7/°°(23) as the subspace of 772(23)

consisting of essentially bounded elements.

If A(6) is a weakly measurable, essentially bounded, 33-valued function on the

circle group, we define an operator A on £2(£>) by the formula

(Af)(6) = A(9)f(6),

and two Toeplitz operators by

T + (A) = P+A\H2(%),

T-(A) = P-A\K2(!q),

where P+ is the projection of £2(§) onto H2(ig), and P- is the projection of

£2(§) onto £2(©). We have changed the notation from P to P+ for the sake of

symmetry.

For every nonnegative integer «, let ißn be the set of all ©-valued trigonometric

polynomials of the form
n

2 e'Mxk,       xke§.
k=0
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If A„ is the projection onto ißn, then we define

Tn+(A) = PnT + (A)\$n.

Denote by C+H°° the closure in A°°(i8) of those elements whose Fourier coeffi-

cients vanish on all but a finite number of negative integers. (The reason for the

notation is that if § is one-dimensional, it was shown in [8] that C+//°° is the

vector sum of A/°°(£) and the continuous functions C.)

Corollary 8. Suppose A(9) is a weakly measurable, essentially bounded, ^-valued

function on the circle group, invertible a.e., and whose inverse, A~\B), is an element

of C+Hm. A necessary and sufficient condition that T + (A) and T~(A) be invertible

is that there exist an n0 and an M>0 so that for all «^«0, T¿(A) is invertible and

WTfiAyi-ilSM.

Proof. Define a unitary operator S on A2(A7) by

Sg(8) = e'°g(8),

and take SP={Sn : «äO}. From the hypotheses it follows that (A, SP, H2(&)) is a

special finite section system except that we have made no assumption about

A*1(8). However, the proofs of Theorems 7 and 8 show that there exists an M>0

so that for all sufficiently large «, and for every fe iß„

(6.13) 11/11 ú M\\Tn+(A)f\\.

If we work with the space A2(£) and A*(8) it follows by the same proofs as used in

Theorems 7 and 8 and the hypothesis on A'\6) that there exists an A/>0 so that

for all sufficiently large « and for every fe A2(ip) we have

(6.14) 11/11 = M¡rB-(^)/f.

Now for every nonnegative integer n and every A e 93, a straightforward calcula-

tion shows that S% takes A/2(í») onto K%(&) and for every g e //2(§) we have

(6.15) SnT~(B)Slg = Tn+(B)g.

In particular if we use A* for A in (6.15), then from (6.14) it follows that an in-

equality such as (6.13) is true when A is replaced by A*. This proves the necessity.

To prove the sufficiency, we suppose that there exists an M>0 so that for all

sufficiently large «, T*(A) is invertible and |[A„+L4)]-1|| ^M. This means that for

fe ißn and for every m^n,

¡/I í M\\T¿(A)f\\.

By letting m^oowe see this inequality persists for T+(A). Since An -> /as « -> oo,

it follows that T+(A) is one-to-one with a closed range. Now, [T¿(A)]* = T¿(A*)

and thus for all sufficiently large «, An+(v4+) is invertible and ||[A„+(.dit)]"1||

= || [An+ (A)] '11| = M. Using the same argument as above it follows that T+(Ajf) is
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one-to-one with a closed range. Since the range of T + (A) is the orthogonal com-

plement of the nullspace of T + (A*), we see that the range of T + (A) is all of 7/2(©).

Thus T+(A) is invertible.

To complete the proof of sufficiency it remains to establish that T~(A) is

invertible. However, by using (6.3) with £ replaced by A and then A*, it follows

by the same argument as above that T~(A) is invertible. The proof is complete.

If© is one-dimensional, then T + (A) being invertible implies T~(A) is invertible.

Indeed, there exists a bounded function H in Hm so that \/H is in H™ and

AH+H*A* = 8. But A and H being complex valued means they are permutable so

that HA + A*H*^8. Also, H* is in K", so that T~(A*) is invertible. Thus, T~(A)

is invertible. Whether or not this result persists when the dimension of © is greater

than 1 is not known.

As another special case we consider the question of a finite section theorem

when the spaces are defined on the real line instead of the circle group. In this case,

£2(©) is the Lebesgue space of (equivalence classes of) square integrable ©-valued

functions defined on the real line, 7/2(©) is the subspace consisting of those elements

whose Fourier transforms vanish on the negative real numbers, and £2(©) is the

subspace consisting of those functions whose Fourier transforms vanish on the

positive real numbers. In a similar manner as for the circle group we may define

the spaces £2(23), 7/2(23) and 77°° (23). Also, if A(x) is an essentially bounded,

weakly measurable, 23-valued function defined on the real line, it is clear how to

define the operators T + (A) and T~(A).

Let r be a positive real number, ißr the subspace of 7/2(©) consisting of those

elements whose Fourier transforms vanish outside of the interval [0, r], and £r the

projection onto ißr. We define

Tr+(A) = £r£ + (,4)|ißr.

The next result can be proved by using the Cayley transform as indicated in §1.

However, we give a proof based directly on Theorem 8.

Corollary 9. Suppose A(x) is a bounded 'id-valued function defined on the real

line whose inverse, A ~ x(x), is a bounded uniformly continuous (in the operator norm

of "23) function. A necessary and sufficient condition that T + (A) and T~ (A) be invertible

is that there exist an r0 = 0 and an M>0 so that for all r^r0, Tr+(A) is invertible

and\\[Tr+(A)]-1\\èM.

Proof. For every/e£2(©) and for every real t, we define

Sf(x) = e«*f(x),

and F={Sl : r£0}. Clearly, S* = S~\ and ißr = 7/2(©) 0 SrH2($) for r>0.

Now, since A'1 is bounded and uniformly continuous the same is true for A*1.

Consequently, using the 23-valued version of the Fejer approximation theorem for

the real line, we find that there are nets of operators {£> : r 3:0} and {Cr : r 3:0},
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each operator Br and Cr being in the weak closure of the linear manifold generated

by the set {A^' : -r^t^r}, where Bt is to be identified with an element of 93,

and so that

A-1 = lim B„
r->oo

Ai1 = lim Cr,
r-»oo

where the convergence is in the operator norm. Thus we see that (A, SP, H2(&))

is a special finite section system. The necessity now follows from Theorem 8.

The sufficiency is proved in exactly the same manner as the sufficiency of

Corollary 8.

Finally, we should like to remark that the proof of Corollary 8 can also be

obtained using the Pousson-Rabindranathan results mentioned in §1. Using the

notation introduced just before Corollary 7, these authors prove first of all that

T+(A) is invertible if and only if a.e. A(8)=U(8)B(8), where B(6) and B(8)~1 are

in //"(SB) and U(6) is a unitary valued operator function which satisfies || U-G\\ M

<1, where G(8) and G(8)~1 are operator-valued functions in H°°(S3), HiZ-GH«,

=ess sup \\U(8) — G(8)\\, and || ■ || is the operator norm in 93.

Except for the considerable complications caused by working on an infinite-

dimensional space, the method used by Rabindranathan is the same as that of

Pousson. Both authors first dualize an extremum problem as in the paper by Helson

and Szegö [7] and then get the result mentioned from this. This is essentially the

same program as carried out in [3] for numerical valued functions.

Using the same technique which we used in the proof of Theorem 3 we can push

their result a little further to obtain the following.

IfA(8) is a weakly measurable, essentially bounded ^-valuedfunction, then T + (A)

is invertible if and only if there exists an invertible element He //°°(23) and a 8>0

so that a.e.

A(d)H(8) + H(8)*A(6)* ̂  81,

where I is the identity on $Q.

Of course, we can get a similar result for T~(A).

To see how this can be used to get the proof of Corollary 8, we simply notice

that A7 acting as an operator on A/2(£>) takes A72(ip) 0 ißn onto itself, so that by

Theorem 3 it follows that AP + -Pn(A ~*) is invertible and the inverses have a uniform

bound. The proof then proceeds as before. The reason that a set of unitary operators

does not seem to enter into this proof is that the relevant set of unitary operators

for Theorem 7 is the set of operators obtained by multiplication by characters of

the circle group, which permute with H. Thus if S is the operator obtained by

multiplication by exp (i6), we have SnHSl = H.
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